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BMC participation statement
Climbing, hillwalking and mountaineering are activities with a danger of
personal injury or death. Participants in these activities should be aware
of this, accept these risks and be responsible for their own actions and
involvement.
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Leading and falls
This section considers the impact of a lead climber taking a fall on a climbing
wall, not just to the climber, but perhaps more importantly to the belayer.
When practising falling, climbers will often end up closer to the floor than anticipated, or belayers may end higher in the air than expected. On smaller lead
walls care is required when doing these exercises. A lead wall less than 10m
will end up with falling lead climbers very close to the floor (or to a belayer’s
head) from any point on the wall.

Leading and falls
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How far will they fall?......................IM R

32 Taking a leader fall...................
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Plan, plan, plan..................................BLR
Prepare to belay.................................IMN
One, two, lead....................................IMN

28 M belay system........................
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34 Practise, 1,000 times
35 Check, check.............................................

MR
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M belay system
IMNQ
This is a good way to introduce impact of leader fall on the belayer, and
a method for the lead climber to start
sensing a ‘leader’ fall.

M belay system, the climber moving
up, belayers taking in the rope.

The climber in position to take a short fall; the
belayers will release the live rope and place both
hands on the dead rope (below the belay device).

Set up two bottom ropes of different
colours, not on adjacent climbing lines
but one line further on; the climber is
on a route on the middle line, but the
bottom ropes are from the adjacent
lines to this central climbing line. It is
best if the route is easy but slightly offvertical (overhanging), such that the
climber can climb it easily, or across
a corner so that the climber falls away
from the wall surface. The climber
ties in to both ropes, and both ropes
are bottom belayed by two belayers.
The ropes make an ‘M’ shape.

Leading and falls
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The belayers in the M system
The climber climbs up the route, and at a set point the belayers stop taking the
rope through their belay devices. The climber ascends a little further, then falls
off; the belayers each receive half the impact, also the climber ‘feels’ safe as
there are two ropes and two belayers. There is also the fail safe as there are
two belayers, so should one let go of the rope for any reason there is a natural
backup, and the instructor may stand within reach of one of the ‘dead’ ropes.
When the climber takes a bigger fall, and the belayers stop taking the rope
through their belay devices, they should ensure that the rope never hangs in
front of the climber, so the ropes can not get under the climber’s feet or legs.
The belayers may pull the rope above their belay device out of the way, but
not through their belay devices, ensuring they never let go of the ‘dead’ rope.
This ensures there is no loose rope in front of the climber when they fall. The
belayers should be encouraged to find a good defensive body position. This
should be directly below their lowering point and ready to be lifted a little off
their feet, but never letting go of the dead rope. This may involve having one
foot up against the climbing wall.
This system allows for there to be differences in the stature of the climber and
the belayers, as each belayer takes half the weight of the climber.
Climber in position to take a
reasonable length of fall.
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Climber in position to fall, verifying readiness of
belayers. The slack rope above the belay device is
there so it is removed from in front of the climber.

The belayer with belay device locked with their
hand on the dead rope, the slack removed from
in front of the climber with the live rope hand.

The instructor on the right is in a position to
coach, back up a belayer if required, but most
importantly not directly beneath the climber.

Leading and falls
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The climber in the M system
The route should be easy for the climber, and it should be decided with the
climber where the ‘resting point’ after the fall will be. This should not be too
close to the floor, as this allows for little slippage in the system.
Equally this point should not be too high up the wall as ‘vectoring’ (this is when
there is a cross load which is greater than the apparent load at the central point)
can occur on the anchors, and also on the climber’s harness.
The climber should be encouraged to fall in a good position, effectively like a
‘cat’, hands and feet arriving against the wall at a similar time. They should be
encouraged not to ‘throw’ themselves backwards, just gently push away from
the wall.

Falling into the ‘M’.
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